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Transportation activities can account for over 70% of an 
organization’s supply chain costs. Thus, it is vital that an 
organization gets the transportation function right, whether 
its ambition is to meet personnel mobility needs or to 
execute the delivery of goods and materials. In this course, 
we will examine the transportation function in a holistic 
manner. 

We start by outlining the requirements of successful fleet 
maintenance programs and workshops. We then describe 
the components of stringent fleet and driver safety 
programs and experiment with different capital budgeting 
and distribution routing techniques. We conclude with a 
thorough explanation of key fleet performance measures.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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By the end of the training, delegates will be able to:
• State the objectives of fleet management and the role of the fleet manager
• Implement a fleet preventive maintenance program
• Determine requirements for efficient workshops
• Create fleet safety and driver selection programs
• Use capital budgeting techniques to perform vehicle replacement analysis
• Optimize distribution vehicle routes
• Write Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and measure performance of the fleet
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Transportation
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planning



Course outline

Introduction to fleet management
• Definition of fleet management

• Objectives of fleet management

• Costs associated with fleet management

• Maximizing customer service

• Fleet manager profile

Fleet maintenance management
• Roles and responsibilities in maintenance

• Benefits of preventive maintenance inspections

• Scope of preventive maintenance programs

• Unscheduled maintenance

• Road calls

• Tire selection and management

• Parts and supply management

• Vendor versus in-house maintenance
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Workshop management
• Workshop layout

• Workshop tools

• Computing workshop productivity

• Facility requirements

• Bay space layout

Fleet safety management
• Elements of a safety program

• Reasons for accident prevention

• Driver selection criteria

• Fleet skill tests

• Road accident types
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Vehicle selection and replacement
• Vehicle selection criteria

• Own or contract analysis

• Vehicle replacement analysis

• Capital budgeting techniques

Transportation and distribution planning
• Transportation fundamentals and optimization

• Factors affecting transportation decisions

• Network design options

• Routing of distribution vehicles
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Measuring and improving
fleet performance
• Fleet measurement system
• Transportation costs
• Cost ratios
• Transportation asset productivity
• Financial and quality indicators
• Cycle time indicators
• Measuring and improving fleet utilization



Dr. Ramesh Menon is a rare techno-commercial
combination of a medical graduate and an MBA from
the well-known KC College, Mumbai. He has undergone 
leadership programs in Entrepreneurial Development 
Program from the Indian Institute of Management – 
Ahmedabad [IIM-A], and Certificate Programs in Cost 
Optimization, Communication and Marketing Audit from 
IIM-A.

He has over 30 years of experience in Europe, South
East Asia and South Asia in leadership roles in multi-national 
firms. He has a wide span of hands-on experience in different 
industries with a history of successfully mentoring some of 
today’s leaders. Dr. Ramesh Menon’s experience in Due 
Diligence, Merger and Spin-off, Post-Merger Activities and 
Pre-IPO Activities makes him a powerful facilitator in 
companies planning an Acquisition, Merger or Spin-off.

His Areas of Expertise includes, but is not limited to:
Strategic HR, Public Speaking, Communication Strategy,     
Customer Satisfaction and Retention Strategy, Business     
Start-up and Management, Post-Merger Activities,
Brand Performance & Trend Analysis, Training, People 
Development, Team Building & Motivation, Organizational
Development Activities and Marketing Audit.
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Reshma Menon
“After completing the transportationmanagement course, I have 
been able to bring vast improvements to my performance at work . 
I found the course to be enriching and interactive with a lot of 
emphasis on application of theory concepts.  The instructors are 
friendly and encouraging.”
Mujeeb Rahiman
“The expert instructors really helped me understand every module 
and were always proactive in answering my queries. This made the 
learning journey pleasant for me. They also taught me how to 
communicate and apply the concepts in the real world, which really 
helped me while preparing for interviews at potential employers. 
Thanks to Learners Point, I now have a full time better job in trans-
portation filed.”
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